Abstract. Tontines were once a popular type of mortality-linked investment pool. They promised enormous rewards to the last survivors at the expense of those died early. And, while this design appealed to the gambling instinct, it is a suboptimal way to generate retirement income. Indeed, actuarially-fair life annuities making constant payments -where the insurance company is exposed to longevity risk -induce greater lifetime utility. However, tontines do not have to be structured the historical way, i.e. with a constant cash flow shared amongst a shrinking group of survivors. Moreover, insurance companies do not sell actuarially-fair life annuities, in part due to aggregate longevity risk.
Introduction and Executive Summary
As policymakers, academics and the public at large grow increasingly concerned about the cost of an aging society, we believe it is worthwhile to go back in time and examine the capital market instruments used to finance retirement in a period before social insurance, defined benefit (DB) pensions, and annuity companies. Indeed, in the latter part of the 17th century and for almost two centuries afterwards, one of the most popular "Retirement Income" investments in the developed world was not a stock, bond or a mutual fund (although they were available). In fact, the method used by many individuals to generate income in the senior years of the lifecycle was a so-called tontine scheme sponsored by government 1 . Part annuity, part lottery and part hedge fund, the tontine -which recently celebrated its 360th birthday -offered a lifetime of income that increased as other members of the tontine pool died off and their money was distributed to survivors.
The classical tontine investment pool is quite distinct from its public image as a lottery for centenarians in which the longest survivor wins all the money in a pool. In fact, the tontine is both more subtle and more elegant. For those readers who are not familiar with the historical tontine, here is a simple example. Imagine a group of 1,000 soon-to-be retirees who band together and pool $1,000 each to purchase a million-dollar U.S. Treasury bond (with a very long, or even perpetual maturity date) paying 3% coupons 2 . The bond generates $30,000 in interest yearly, which is split amongst the 1,000 participants in the pool, for a 30,000 / 1,000 = guaranteed $30 dividend per member. A custodian holds the big bond -taking no risk and requiring no capital -and charges a trivial fee to administer the annual dividends. In a tontine scheme the members agree that if and when they die, their guaranteed $30 dividend is split amongst those who still happen to be alive.
For example, if one decade later only 800 original investors are alive, the $30,000 coupon is divided into 800, for a $37.50 dividend each. Of this, $30 is the guaranteed dividend and $7.50 is other people's money. Then, if two decades later only 100 survive, the annual cash flow to survivors is $300, which is a $30 guaranteed dividend plus $270. When only 30
1 Sources: Weir (1989) , Poterba (2005) and McKeever (2009).
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We state it this way for simplicity of exposition. Strictly speaking, the purchase should be the coupon stream only, since the principal is never returned.
remain, they each receive $1,000 in dividends. The extra payments -above and beyond the guaranteed $30 dividend -are the mortality credits. In fact, under this scheme payments are expected to increase at the rate of mortality, which is a type of super-inflation hedge.
The tontine, of course, differs from a conventional life annuity. Although both offer income for life and pool longevity risk, the mechanics and therefore the cost to the investor are quite different. The annuity (or its issuing insurance company) promises predictable guaranteed lifetime payments, but this comes at a cost -and regulator-imposed capital requirementsthat inevitably makes its way to the annuitant. Indeed, the actuaries make very conservative assumptions regarding how long annuitants are likely to live. In future (especially under the regulations of Solvency II) annuity-issuers might have to hold capital and reserves against aggregate longevity risk. In contrast, the tontine custodian divides the variable X (bond coupons received) by the variable Y (participants alive) and sends out cheques Underlying this paper is the argument that properly-designed tontines should be on the menu of products available to individuals as they transition into their retirement years.
1.1. History vs. the Future. Lorenzo de Tonti was a colorful Italian banker who in the 1650s promoted the scheme which now shares his name. He described the tontine as a mixture of lottery and insurance equally driven by fear of old age, and economic greed. Tontines were first introduced in Holland, then very successfully in France 4 and a few decades later, in 1693, England's King William III presided over the first government-issued tontine. In this first government-issued tontine, in exchange for a minimum payment of £100, participants were given the option of (a) investing in a tontine scheme paying guaranteed £10 dividends until the year 1700 and then £7 thereafter, or (b) a life annuity paying £14 for life, but with no survivorship benefits. In our view, the choice between two possible ways of financing 3 In between the pure tontine and the conventional annuity lies the participating annuity which shares some longevity risk within a pool using a long-term smoothing scheme. Unfortunately, the actual formula for determining the smoothing mechanism is anything but smooth and lacks transparency. That said, selfannuitization schemes (GSA), proposed by Piggott, Valdez and Detzel (2005) have been growing in academic popularity. 4 Source: Jennings and Trout (1982) .
retirement income is something that could conceivably be offered again in the future. Perhaps the choice between a tontine (in which longevity risk is pooled) and a life annuity (in which payments are guaranteed) is a paradigm for many of the choices retirees, and society, now face.
Back to the 1693 tontine of King William, over a thousand Englishmen (but very few women) decided to invest in the tontine. The sums involved weren't trivial. The £100 entry fee would be worth close to £100,000 today 5 . So, this was no impulse lottery purchase.
Rather, some investors picked the tontine because they wanted the skewness -that is, the potential for a very large payout if they survived -while others wanted the more predictable annuity income option. The oldest survivor of King William's tontine of 1693 lived to age 100, earning £1,000 in her final year -and no doubt well tended-to by her family. 6 See Milevsky (2014) for more on King William's tontine.
Our main practical points will be that (i) tontines and life annuities have co-existed in the past, so perhaps they can in the future; (ii) there is no reason to construct the tontine payout function such that the last survivor receives hundreds of multiples of their initial investment;
and (iii) a properly-constructed tontine can result in lifetime utility that is comparable to the utility of a life annuity. Indeed, both the tontine and annuity hedge individuals against their idiosyncratic mortality risk: The difference is that the tontine leaves individuals exposed to aggregate longevity risk, while the annuity transfers this risk to the vendor -for a fee. If this fee is sufficiently high, the tontine will offer greater utility than the annuity.
1.2.
Outline of the Paper. To our knowledge, we are the first to derive the properties of an optimized tontine payout structure, in contrast to the optimal life annuity which is wellknown in the literature. We believe this is part of the "optimal insurance design" literature, similar to the recent paper by Bernard, et. al. (2015) . An interesting insurance product, that lies between a tontine and annuity, is the pooled annuity. Stamos (2008) analyzes the optimal design of such a pool, while Donnelly, Guillen and Nielsen (2014) compare its utility to that of alternatives and a recent article by Donnelly (2015) examines the "fairness" of pooled annuity funds in general. As with a tontine, pooled annuity funds insulate the issuer from longevity risk. These hybrid designs yield utility intermediate between that of a tontine and an annuity, at the expense of a more complex product design (from the client point of view). We will discuss this, and review the broader literature, in Section 5.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 very briefly describes the highlights of the first ever English government tontine of 1693, which interestingly had some aspects of our optimal tontine. It also provides some motivation and colour to the paper.
Section 3 is the theoretical core of the paper, which derives the properties of the optimal tontine structure and compares this optimal structure with the life annuity. Section 4 uses and applies the results from Section 3 and addresses how 21st-century tontines might be constructed. Section 6 concludes the paper and Section 7 is an appendix with most proofs and derivations.
The First English Tontine: Non-Flat Payout
In early 1693, during the fourth year of the reign of King William III and Queen Mary II, the English Parliament passed the so-called Million Act, which was an attempt to raise one million pounds towards carrying on the war against France. The Million Act specified that prior to May 1, 1693, any British native or foreigner could purchase a tontine share from the Exchequer for £100 and thus gain entry into the first British government tontine scheme.
For £100 an investor could select any nominee of any age -including the investor himself -on whose life the tontine would be contingent. Dividend payments would be distributed to the investor as long as the nominee was still alive. Now, to put the magnitude of the minimal £100 investment in perspective, the average annual wage of building laborers in England during the latter part of the 17th century was approximately £16 and a few shillings per year 7 -so the entry investment in the tontine pool far exceeded the average industrial wage, and the annual dividends alone might serve as a decent pension for a common labourer.
Accordingly, it is quite plausible to argue that the 1693 tontine was an investment for the rich and perhaps even one of the first exclusive hedge funds.
This was a simpler structure compared to the original tontine scheme envisioned by Lorenzo de Tonti in the year 1653, which involved multiple classes. In the 1693 English tontine, each share of £100 would entitle the investor to an annual dividend of £10 for seven years (until June 1700), after which the dividends would be reduced to £7 per share. The 10% and 7% tontine dividend rate exceeded prevailing (market) interest rates in England at the end of the 17th century, which were officially capped at 6%. 8 Note the declining structure of the interest payments, which is a preview of our soon-to-come discussion (in Section 3)
about the optimal tontine payout function.
Moving on to the annuity side of the offering, to further entice investors to participate in the tontine scheme, the Act included a unique "sweetener" or bonus provision. It stipulated that if the entire £1,000,000 target wasn't subscribed by May 1693 -thus reducing the size of the lottery payoff for the final survivor -the investors who had enrolled in the tontine during the six-month subscription period (starting in November 1692) would have the option of converting their £100 tontine shares into a life annuity paying £14 per year. Under this alternative, the 14% dividend payments were structured as a conventional life annuity with no group survivorship benefits or tontine features. (Think of a single premium life annuity.)
This "option to choose" between a tontine and a life annuity is quite intriguing and fodder for further research.
Alas, the funds raised by early May 1963 fell far short of the million-pound target. According to records maintained by the Office of the Exchequer, stored within the Archives of the British Library
9
, a total of only £377,000 was subscribed and approximately 3,750 people were nominated 10 to the tontine prior to May 1693. This then triggered the option to exchange the tontine into a 14% life annuity.
Interestingly, it seems that a total of 1,013 nominees (representing 1,081 tontine shares) remained in the original 10%/7% tontine, while the other two-thirds elected to convert their tontine shares into a 14% life annuity contingent on the same nominee. (See Milevsky (2014) for an extensive historical discussion of the 1693 tontine, the characteristics of investors who selected the tontine versus the annuity and some of the empirical factors driving the decisions made by participants. Here we only describe the highlights.)
8 Source: Homer and Sylla (2005).
9 Source: Dickson (1967) . 10 Note that one nominee could have multiple shares of £100 contingent on their life.
At first glance, it is rather puzzling why anyone would stay in the tontine pool instead of switching to the life annuity. On a present-value basis, a cash flow of £10 for seven years and £7 per annum thereafter is much less valuable compared to £14 per annum for life.
As discussed in Milevsky (2014) , the actuarial present value of the 10%/7% combination at the 6% official interest rate was worth approximately £133 at the (typical nominee) age of ten, whereas the value of the life annuity was worth almost £185. (Remember, the original investment was £100.) It should come as no surprise that the British government was losing money on these 14% annuities 11 -and they were offering these terms to anyone, regardless of how young they were. Why did anyone stay in the tontine pool?
Could differing views on mortality and/or risk aversion explain why some investors switched, while others didn't? Can a rational explanation for this seemingly irrational choice be found?
The framework we will introduce in Section 3 might help shed light on this decision, or at least rationalize the choice.
Motivated by the historical tontine, in the next section we present an economic theory to describe and understand the choice theory illuminating who might elect to participate in a tontine and who might choose a life annuity, as well as the properties of a tontine that are likely to generate the highest lifetime utility. To pre-empt the result, we will show that although the life annuity clearly dominated the tontine in terms of lifetime utility, a declining tontine payout structure (as in the 1693 tontine) is in fact optimal. So, having a tontine that pays 10% in the first few years (to the entire pool) and then 7% for the remaining years (to the entire pool) is a historical aberration but will be shown to be based in sound economic theory.
Tontine vs. Annuity: Economic Theory
We assume an objective survival function t p x , for an individual aged x to survive t years.
One purpose of the tontine structure is to insulate the issuer from the risk of a stochastic (or simply mis-specified) survival function, but in this paper we assume t p x is given, and applies to all individuals. We leave for future work the exploration of subjective vs. objective survival rates, or stochastic hazard rates. We assume that the tontine pays out continuously, as opposed to quarterly or monthly. For simplicity, we assume a constant risk-free interest rate r, though it would be simple to incorporate a term structure (all funds contributed are invested at time 0, so payouts could be funded from a static bond portfolio as easily as from a money market account). Our basic annuity involves annuitants (who are also the nominees) each paying $1 to the insurer initially, and receiving in return an income stream of c(t) dt for life. The constraint on these annuities is that they are fairly priced, in other words that with a sufficiently large client base, the initial payments invested at the risk-free rate will fund the called-for payments in perpetuity (later we discuss the implications of insurance loadings). This implies a constraint on the annuity payout function c(t), namely that
Though c(t) is the payout rate per survivor, note that the payout rate per initial dollar invested is t p x c(t). We will return to this later.
Letting u(c) denote the instantaneous utility of consumption (a.k.a. the felicity function), a rational annuitant (with lifetime ζ) having no bequest motive will choose a life annuity payout function for which c(t) maximizes the discounted lifetime utility:
where r is (also) the subjective discount rate (SDR), all subject to the constraint (1).
By the Euler-Lagrange theorem
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, this implies the existence of a constant λ such that
In other words, u (c(t)) = λ is constant, so provided that utility function u(c) is strictly concave, the optimal annuity payout function c(t) is also constant. That constant is now determined by (1) , showing the following: This result can be traced back to Yaari (1965) who showed that the optimal (retirement) consumption profile is constant (flat) and that 100% of wealth is annuitized when there is no bequest motive. For more details and an alternate proof, see the excellent book by Cannon and Tonks (2008) and specifically the discussion on annuity demand theory in chapter 7.
3.1. Optimal Tontine Payout. In practice, insurance companies funding the life annuity c(t) are exposed to both systematic longevity risk (due to randomness or uncertainty in t p x ), model risk (the risk that t p x is mis-specified), as well as re-investment or interest rate risk (which is the uncertainty in r over long horizons). The latter is not our focus here, so we will continue to assume that r is a given constant for most of what follows. Note that even if re-investment rates were known with certainty, the insurance company would likely pay out less than the c(t) implied by equation (1) as a result of required capital and reserves, effectively lowering the lifetime utility of the (annuity and the) retiree.
This brings us to the tontine structures we will consider as an alternative, in which a predetermined dollar amount is shared among survivors at every t. Let d(t) be the rate at which funds are paid out per initial dollar invested, a.k.a. the tontine payout function.
Our main point in this paper is that there is no reason for tontine payout function to be a constant fixed percentage of the initial dollar invested (e.g. 4% or 7%), as it was historically.
In fact, we can pose the same question as considered above for annuities: what d(t) is optimal for subscribers, subject to the constraint that sponsors of the tontine cannot sustain a loss?
Note that the natural comparison is now between d(t) and t p x c(t), where c(t) is the optimal annuity payout found above.
Suppose there are initially n subscribers to the tontine scheme, each depositing a dollar with the tontine sponsor. Let N (t) be the random number of live subscribers at time t.
Consider one of these subscribers. Given that this individual is alive,
In other words, the number of other (live) subscribers at any time t is binomially distributed with probability parameter t p x .
So, as we found for the life annuity, this individual's discounted lifetime utility is
The constraint on the tontine payout function d(t) is that the initial deposit of n should be sufficient to sustain withdrawals in perpetuity. Of course, at some point all subscribers will have died, so in fact the tontine sponsor will eventually be able to cease making payments, leaving a small remainder or windfall. But this time is not predetermined, so we treat that profit as an unavoidable feature of the tontine. Remember that we do not want to expose the sponsor to any longevity risk. It is the pool that bears this risk entirely.
Our budget or pricing constraint is therefore that
So, for example, if d(t) = d 0 is forced to be constant (the historical structure, which we call a flat tontine), then the tontine payout function (rate) is simply d 0 = r (or somewhat more if a cap on permissible ages is imposed, replacing the upper bound of integration in (4) by a value less than infinity). We are instead searching for the optimal d(t) which we will find is far from constant.
By the Euler-Lagrange theorem from the Calculus of Variations, there is a constant λ such that the optimal d(t) satisfies
for every t. Note that this expression directly links individual utility u(·) to the optimal participating annuity. Recall that a tontine is an extreme case of participation or pooling of all longevity risk. Equation (5) dictates exactly how a risk-averse retiree will trade off consumption against longevity risk. In other words, we are not advocating an ad hoc actuarial process for smoothing realized mortality experience.
Note that an actual mortality hazard rate µ x does not appear in the above equation -it appears only implicitly, in both t p x and λ (which is determined by (4)). Therefore, we will simplify our notation by re-parametrizing in terms of the probability: Let D u (p) satisfy
Substituting p = 1 into the above equation, it collapses to u (D u (1)) = λ.
Theorem 2. The optimal tontine structure is
, where λ is chosen so (4) holds.
It is feasible (but complicated) to solve this once a generic u is given. But in the case of Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) utility it simplifies greatly. Let
if γ = 1, and when γ = 1 take u(c) = log c instead. Define
Corollary 3. With CRRA utility, the optimal tontine has withdrawal rate
The constraint (4) now implies (8) . A similar argument applies when γ = 1.
Payout Properties. It is worth emphasizing that
not depend on the particular form of the mortality hazard rate µ x , or on the interest rate r, but only on the longevity risk aversion γ and the number of initial subscribers to the tontine pool, n. In other words, the mortality hazard rate and r enter into the expression for D 
(e) For 0 < p < 1 we have that
One immediate consequence of Corollary 3 and (a) of Lemma 4 is that the optimal tontine payout rate d(t) decreases with t.
as γ → ∞. Therefore the (historical) flat tontine structure D(p) = r is optimal in the limit as γ → ∞.
Likewise lim γ↓0 β n,γ (p) 1/γ = 0 for p < 1. Renormalizing, this implies that D OT n,γ (p) concentrates increasingly near p = 1. In other words, as we approach risk-neutrality, the optimal tontine comes closer and closer to exhausting itself immediately following t = 0.
We define a natural tontine to have payout
to p, just as is the case for the annuity payment per initial dollar invested. Comparing the budget constraints (1) and (4), we get that D N (p) = pc 0 , so the natural tontine payout rate agrees with that of the annuity (which justifies our singling it out). By Corollary 3 and (c) of Lemma 4, we see that the natural tontine is optimal for logarithmic utility γ = 1.
We will see in Section 4 that the natural tontine is close to optimal when n is large. We therefore propose the natural tontine as a reasonable structure for designing tontine products in practice, rather than expecting insurers to offer a range of products with differing γ's. , and parametrized by t via p = t p x . This exponentially-rising hazard rate is the basic mortality assumption in much of the actuarial literature. The figure provides numerical evidence that higher risk aversion implies a preference for reducing consumption at early ages in favour of reserving funds to consume at advanced ages. To make this statement precise, define
namely the present value of payouts from the optimal tontine through time t, per initial dollar invested (or equivalently, the proportion of initial capital used to fund payouts till time t). We conjecture that
in any realistic situation (specifically, whenever the morality distribution has an increasing hazard rate). We have not yet succeeded in proving this conjecture, but instead will derive a number of partial results that support it. In fact, numerical evidence suggests that (10) holds regardless of the mortality distribution, provided γ 1 is only of moderate size. It is in fact possible to construct pathological mortality distributions for which (10) fails when γ 1 and γ 2 are large. Specifically, this may actually happen during a low-hazard rate lull between two periods with high hazard rates. We discuss this at greater length in the appendix, where we will also prove the following instances of the above conjecture. (a) For 0 < γ 2 ≤ 1 ≤ γ 1 and t > 0 arbitrary;
(b) For any fixed γ 2 , n, and t, in the limit as γ 1 → ∞;
(c) For some initial period of time t ∈ (0, t 0 ), where t 0 depends on γ 1 > γ 2 and n.
We will also prove a modified version of (10), for fixed γ 1 > γ 2 and t, in the limit as n → ∞ (see Theorem 12) .
In Section 4 we will provide a variety of numerical examples that illustrate the optimal tontine payout function d(t) as a function of longevity risk aversion γ and the initial size of the tontine pool n.
3.3.
Optimal Tontine Utility vs. Annuity Utility. We now compare the annuity and tontine. Let U OT n,γ denote the utility of the optimal tontine. To compute this, suppose γ = 1, and observe that
by (9) . The utility of the optimal tontine is therefore precisely
by (4) and (8).
Consider instead the utility U A γ provided by the annuity, namely
Proof. For γ = 1 this follows from (e) of Lemma 4 and the calculations given above. We show the case γ = 1 in the appendix. Of course, the conclusion is economically plausible, as the tontine retains risk that the annuity doesn't.
3.4. Indifference Annuity Loading. The insurer offering an annuity will be modelled as setting aside some fraction of the initial deposits to fund the annuity's costs. In other words, a fraction δ of the initial deposits are deducted initially, to fund risk management, capital reserves, etc. The balance, invested at the risk-free rate r will fund the annuity. Therefore, with loading, (1) becomes that ∞ 0 e −rt t p x c(t) dt = 1 − δ, which implies that c(t) ≡ c 1 = (1 − δ)c 0 is the optimal payout structure for the annuity. The utility of the loaded annuity is therefore
for γ = 1, and
In Section 4 we will consider numerically the indifference loading δ that, when applied to the annuity, makes an individual indifferent between the annuity and a tontine, i.e. U LA γ,δ = U OT n,γ . It turns out that the loading δ decreases with n, in such a way that the total loading nδ stays roughly stable. In other words, there is at most a fixed amount (roughly) that the insurer can deduct from the aggregate annuity pool, regardless of the number of participants, before individuals start to derive greater utility from the tontine. We will illustrate this observation, at least for 1 < γ ≤ 2, by proving the following inequality in the appendix:
Note that c 0 > r, since c
3.5. Additional Considerations. There are several issues we do not address here which we openly acknowledge and leave for future research. In particular, there is the role of credit risk as well as the impact of stochastic mortality which will change the dynamics between tontines and annuities. The existence of credit risk is a much greater concern for the buyers of life annuities, vs. tontines, given the risk assumed by the insurance sponsor. Likewise, under a stochastic mortality model the tontine payout would be more variable and uncertain, which might reduce the utility of the tontine relative to the life annuity. On the other hand, the capital charges added to the market price of the life annuity would be higher in a stochastic mortality model. We appreciate that these are an unanswered (or unaddressed) questions and leave the examination of the robustness of the natural tontine payout in a full stochastic mortality environment to a subsequent paper.
We note that there is also the question of asymmetric mortality, in which the individual believes that his or her (subjective) hazard rate is less than that of the typical tontine investor (for whom the tontine payout function is optimized). Indeed, this is potentially the explanation for the significant fraction of investors in King William's tontine, who did not exercise their option to convert to an annuity. They (might have) thought their nominee was much healthier than everyone else, and the only way to capitalize on that was to invest in the tontine. This leads to the idea that the mortality loading, or level of asymmetric mortality, would induce an individual to prefer the tontine to an annuity. This, obviously, ties into the issue of stochastic mortality and is being addressed in a follow-up paper by Milevsky and Salisbury (2015) .
In the next section, we focus on the numerical implications of our current model. n,γ ( t p x ) for n = 400, r = 0.04 and γ = 1. Once the payout function is known for all t, the number of survivors at the 10th and 90th percentile of the binomial distribution is used to bracket the range of the payout from age 65 to age 100.
Numerical Examples for the Optimal Tontine
Clearly, the expected payout per survivor is relatively constant over the retirement years, which is much more appealing intuitively. Moreover, the discounted expected utility from a tontine payout such as the one displayed in Figure 2 is much higher than the utility of the one displayed in Figure 1 . Table 1 goes here   Table 1 displays the optimal tontine payout function for a very small pool of size n = 25.
These values correspond to the D OT n,γ ( t p x ) values derived in section 3. Notice how the optimal tontine payout function is quite similar (identical in the first significant digit) regardless of the individual's Longevity Risk Aversion (LoRA) γ, even when the tontine pool is relatively small at n = 25. The minimum guaranteed dividend starts off at about 7% at age 65 and then declines to approximately 1% at age 95. Of course, the actual cash flow payout to an individual, conditional on being alive does not necessarily decline and in reality stays relatively constant. Table 2 goes here   Table 2 displays utility indifference loadings δ for a participant at age 60. Notice how even a retiree with a very high level of Longevity Risk Aversion (LoRA) γ, will select a tontine (with pool size n ≥ 20) instead of a life annuity if the insurance loading is greater than 7.5%; For less extreme levels of risk aversion, and larger pools, the required loading is much smaller (e.g. 30 b.p.). Recall that this is a one-time charge at the time of initiation, not an annualized value over the duration of the contract (which would be a significantly smaller value). Table 3 computes certainty equivalent factors associated with natural tontines. See Section 7.3 for further discussion of this comparison. If an individual with LoRA γ = 1 is faced with a tontine structure that is only optimal for someone with LoRA γ = 1 (i.e. logarithmic utility) the welfare loss is minuscule. This is one reason we advocate the natural tontine payout function, which is only precisely optimal for γ = 1, as the basis for 21st-century tontines. Risk Aversion γ, and shows that the difference is barely noticeable when the tontine pool size is greater than n = 250, mainly due to the effect of the law of large numbers. This curve traces the minimum dividend that a survivor can expect to receive at various ages (i.e. when all purchasers survive). The median is (obviously) much higher (see Figure 2) . Figure 5 shows that if we compare two retirees, the one who is more averse to longevity risk will prefer a higher Guaranteed Minimum Payout Rate (GMPR) at advanced ages. In exchange they will accept a lower GMPR at younger ages. We choose to quantify this by taking the natural tontine payout as our baseline, since this is the product structure we advocate. We take quite a small pool size here (n = 25) to illustrate the effect. The effect persists at larger pool sizes, but is much less dramatic. Figure 6 shows an actuarially-fair life annuity that guarantees 7.5% for life starting at age 65. It provides more utility than an optimal tontine regardless of Longevity Risk Aversion (LoRA) or the size of the tontine pool. But, once an insurance loading is included, driving the annuity yield under the initial payout from the optimal tontine, the utility of the life annuity might be lower. The indifference loading is δ and is reported in Table 2 .
Figure 6 goes here
So here is our main takeaway and idea in the paper, once again. The historical tontine in which dividends to the entire pool are a constant (e.g. 4%) interest rate over the entire retirement horizon are suboptimal because they create an increasing consumption profile that is both variable and undesirable. However, a tontine scheme in which interest payments to the pool early on are higher (e.g. 8%) and then decline over time, so that the few winning centenarians receive a much lower interest rate (e.g. 1%) is in fact the optimal design. Coincidently, King William's 1693 tontine had a similar declining structure of interest payments to the pool, which was quite rare historically.
We are careful to distinguish between the guaranteed interest rate (e.g. 8% or 1%) paid to the entire pool, and the expected dividend to the individual investor in the optimal tontine, which will be relatively constant over time, as is evident from Figure 2 . Of course, the present value of the interest paid to the entire pool over time is exactly equal to the original contribution made by the pool itself. We are simply re-arranging and parsing cash flows of identical present value, in a different manner over time.
We have shown that a tontine provides less utility than an actuarially-fair life annuity, which is reasonable given that the tontine exposes investors to longevity risk. What is striking is that the utility difference from a properly-designed tontine scheme is actually quite small when compared to an actuarially-fair life annuity, which is the workhorse of the pension economics and lifecycle literature. In fact, the utility from a tontine might actually be higher than the utility generated by a pure life annuity when the insurance (commission, capital cost, etc.) one-time loading exceeds 10%. This result should not negate or be viewed as conflicting with the wide-ranging annuity literature which proves the optimality of life annuities in a lifecycle model. Both tontines and annuities hedge idiosyncratic mortality risk.
In fact, what we show is that it is still optimal to fully hedge the remaining systemic longevity risk, but the instrument that one uses to do so depends on the relative costs. In other words, sharing longevity risk amongst a relatively small (n ≤ 100) pool of people doesn't create large dis-utilities or welfare losses, at least within a classical rational model. This finding can also be viewed as a further endorsement of the participating life annuity, which lies in between the tontine and the conventional life annuity.
Literature Review
This is not the place -nor do we have the space -for a full review of the literature on tontines, so we provide a selected list of key articles for those interested in further reading. of the loading being payed in a lump sum at the time of purchase (as we have done), they incorporate a variable fee into their guaranteed product, paid continuously over time. They find that this fee may be structured so the utility of the pooled annuity precisely matches that of the guaranteed product it is being compared to, at all times. They term this fee structure the "lifetime breakeven costs", and explore its properties and implications for consumption.
To further compare with our results, let us assume for now that the pooled annuity funds are indeed invested risk-free. Following the argument of Stamos (2008) , one would then obtain the optimal proportion of the remaining funds that should be paid out at each time, as a function of both time and the number of individuals remaining in the pool. In a tontine, the amount withdrawn may vary with time, but not with the number of survivors. In other words, the prospectus for a tontine should lay out a specific dollar amount to be withdrawn in each year of the contract, so any uncertainty in the amount paid to an individual derives simply from the size of the pool with whom the withdrawal is split. A pooled annuity has the latter uncertainty, but in addition has uncertainty about the dollar amount to be withdrawn, which will vary in a path-dependent way according to how the mortality experience of the pool evolves. To know how much you will receive in year 10, it is no longer enough to know how many survivors there are in year 10, but you also need to know how many survived in each of years one through nine.
There are both advantages and disadvantages to pooled annuities versus tontines. On the plus side, the pooled annuity has an extra variable to control for, so should yield higher utility -with risk-free investing we expect its utility to be intermediate between that of a tontine and an annuity. As we have seen, the latter are in fact very close, so the utility gain (though real) is actually modest. On the down side, the path-dependent nature of a pooled annuity (or the annuity overlay introduced by Donnelly et. al. (2014)) makes it more complex to explain to participants, and more difficult for those participants to evaluate the risks and uncertainties of their income stream. For these reasons, we (on balance) advocate tontines. The simpler design of tontines certainly makes their calculations less computationally intensive. At a mathematical level, it also allows us to go further in analyzing their properties, which is an important component of the current paper.
The closest other work we can find to our natural tontine payout is that of Sabin (2010) on a fair annuity tontine. He gives a specific interpretation of "fair" and analyzes how to adjust tontine payments for heterogeneous ages and initial contributions. A related fairness question for pooled annuities is treated in Donnelly (2015) . Our natural tontine is "fair" by construction because we don't mix cohorts or ages.
In sum, although research on tontine schemes is scattered across the insurance, actuarial, economic, and history journals, we have come across few, if any, scholarly articles that condemn or dismiss the tontine concept outright. preferred to life annuities. We believe that a strong case can be made for overturning the current ban on tontine insurance -allowing both tontine and annuities to co-exist as they did 320 years ago -with suitable adjustments to alleviate problems encountered in the early 20th century. Indeed, given the insurance industry's concern for longevity risk capacity, and its poor experience in managing the risk of long-dated fixed guarantees, one can argue that an (optimal) tontine annuity is a "triple win" proposition for individuals, corporations and governments. See Milevsky (2015) for further arguments along this line.
It is worth noting that under the proposed (EU) Solvency II guidelines for insurer's capital as well as risk management, there is a renewed focus on total balance sheet risks. In particular, insurers will be required to hold more capital against market risk, credit risk and operational risk. In fact, a recently-released report Moody's (2013) claims that solvency ratios will exhibit a more complex volatility under Solvency II than under Solvency I, as both the available capital and the capital requirements will change with market conditions.
According to many commentators this is likely to translate into higher consumer prices for insurance products with long-term maturities and guarantees. And, although this only applies to European companies (at this point time), it is not unreasonable to conclude that in a global market, annuity loadings will increase, making (participating) tontine products relatively more appealing to price-sensitive consumers.
Moreover, perhaps a properly-designed tontine product could help alleviate the low levels of voluntary annuity purchases -a.k.a. the annuity puzzle -by gaming the behavioral biases and prejudices exhibited by retirees. The behavioral economics literature and advocates of cumulative prospect theory have argued that consumers make decisions based on more general value functions with personalized decision weights. Among other testable hypotheses, this leads to a preference for investments with (highly) skewed outcomes, even when the alternative is a product with the same expected present values
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. Of course, whether the public and regulators can be convinced of these benefits remains to be seen, but a debate would be informative.
We are not alone in this quest. Indeed, during the last decade a number of companies around the world -egged on by scholars and journalists 18 -have tried to resuscitate the tontine concept while trying to avoid the bans and taints. Although the specific designs differ from proposal to proposal, all share the same idea we described in this paper: Companies act as custodians and guarantee very little. This arrangement requires less capital which then translates into more affordable pricing for the consumer. Once again the main qualitative insight from our model is that a properly-designed tontine could hold its own in the utility arena, against an actuarially-fair life annuity and pose a real challenge to a loaded annuity.
The next (natural) step would be to examine the robustness of our results in a full-blown stochastic mortality model.
Appendix and proofs
7.1. Basic Properties. The bulk of this section consists of proofs of results from Section 3.2 To simplify notation, we use as few subscripts as possible, and write θ(p) = θ n,γ (p),
, as long as the meaning is clear. We start with some calculations for the binomial distribution Lemma 8.
d dp
Proof of Lemma 4. Parts (b) and (c) are elementary calculations. To see (a), apply Lemma 8 to obtain that
The second part of (d) follows from Lemma 9.
Now define
so R 1 (p) = 1. Consider the following:
It is increasing in p if 0 < γ < 1, and is decreasing
Once this is established, the monotonicity of R γ in γ immediately implies (e), completing the proof of Lemma 4. It is worth noting that for 2 ≤ γ there is a simpler proof of (e), since
Proof of Lemma 10. Let 0 < γ 2 < γ 1 . Define Q by
. By Lemma 9, Q is a sub-
Taking a 1/γ 2 power and dividing by p now shows that
To show the monotonicity properties of R γ with respect to p, it suffices to show the same for log R γ . As in the proof of (a) of Lemma 4,
for some ξ. This is < 0 when γ > 1 and > 0 if 0 < γ < 1, which completes the proof.
Turning to conjecture (10), define
so R γ (p) = R γ,1 (p) and R γ 1 ,γ 2 (1) = 1. For Q as in the proof of Lemma 10, an application of Holder's inequality (as in that proof) shows that
Lemma 11. Assume R γ 1 ,γ 2 (p) decreases with p, for some given n and γ 1 > γ 2 . Then (10) also holds. In other words, ∆ n,γ 1 (t) < ∆ n,γ 2 (t) for every t > 0.
Proof. There is a constant C [depending on n, γ 1 , γ 2 , and the mortality parameters] such
By (4), this → 1 − 1 = 0 in the limit as t → ∞, so the integrand must take both positive and negative values. By (13) we have R γ 1 ,γ 2 ) ( s p x ) ≥ 1 for each s, so 0 < C < 1. Therefore CR γ 1 ,γ 2 ( s p x )−1 starts out negative, and then increases with s, eventually becoming positive.
By hypothesis, once it becomes positive, it stays so. There is thus a t 0 such that the integrand is negative for s < t 0 and positive for s > t 0 . In other words, ∆ n,γ 1 (t) − ∆ n,γ 2 (t) is decreasing on [0, t 0 ] and increasing on [t 0 , ∞). Since ∆ n,γ 1 (0) − ∆ n,γ 2 (0) = 0 and ∆ n,γ 1 (t) − ∆ n,γ 2 (t) → 0 when t → ∞, we see that ∆ n,γ 1 (t) − ∆ n,γ 2 (t) < 0 for every t > 0, as required.
Proof of Theorem 5. For part (a), let Numerical evidence (not reported here) suggests that there is a γ 0 (≈ 7) such that
is decreasing in p whenever γ 0 > γ 1 > γ 2 . By Lemma 11, this would imply (10) for these parameters, without any restriction on the underlying mortality distribution. However, for
larger γ values, R γ 1 ,γ 2 (p) can in fact increase over a small range of p's. For example, with n = 2, γ 1 = 10 and γ 2 = 9, it increases over the range p ∈ [0.00098, 0.00394]. This defect in R for very small p does not appear significant enough to cause (10) to fail under any reasonable mortality distribution. But it is in fact possible to construct a pathological mortality distribution for which (10) fails, by making t p x spend essentially all of its time in the above range of p's. However, this distribution's hazard rate will not be monotone, since we achieve it by taking the hazard rate low over the above range of p's, and high elsewhere.
Asymptotics in n are problematic, because of the need to estimate β(p) for p very small.
We circumvent this difficulty by capping tontine payments at some advanced age x + T . For a tontine running T years, the optimal payoutd(t) will maximize 
We now set∆ n,γ (t) = t 0 e −rsd (s) ds, and can prove the following asymptotic version of (10).
Theorem 12. Let γ 1 > γ 2 . For every > 0 there is an n 0 such that∆ n,γ 1 (t) <∆ n,γ 2 (t) for each t ∈ [ , T − ] and n ≥ n 0 .
Proof. We start by establishing a number of estimates. Fix γ > 0, 1 > η > 0, 1 > p 1 > 0, and C 1 > 0. We may then find n 1 such that if n ≥ n 1 and 1 ≥ p ≥ p 1 then 2(1 ∨ . It follows that if n ≥ n 1 and 1 ≥ p ≥ p 1 then
Likewise, if n ≥ n 1 and 1
where in each case |e i | ≤
By Taylor's theorem,
where ξ lies between (1 − η)µ and (1 + η)µ. Applying (14), (15), and (16) yields a constant
where
it is now immediate that for these n's and p's, also
where |e 5 | ≤ C 3 n 3/2 for some constant C 3 . By passing to some n 2 ≥ n 1 if necessary, we obtain finally that
for n ≥ n 2 and 1 ≥ p ≥ p 1 , where |e 6 | ≤ C 4 n 3/2 , and C 4 is a constant depending on γ and p 1 . To apply this, fix γ 1 > γ 2 , set p 1 = T p x , and choose n 2 and C 4 to ensure that (17) holds for both γ 1 and γ 2 . For any 0 < t < T , the inequality∆ n,γ 1 (t) <∆ n,γ 2 (t) is equivalent to the following:
s p x ds and G(t) = t 0 e −rs ds. Using (17), we have an upper bound of
for the left side of (18) (for some constant C 5 ), provided n ≥ n 2 . There is likewise a lower bound
for the right side (for some constant C 6 ), again provided n ≥ n 2 . Thus (18) will hold for t and n, provided n ≥ n 2 and
It is easily seen that
T t e −r(s+q) ( s p x − q p x ) dq ds, and it follows that F (t)G(T ) − G(t)F (T ) > 0 on (0, T ). It is therefore clear how to choose n 0 ≥ n 2 to ensure that the desired conclusion holds.
We close this section with the proof of the result in Section 3.3
Proof of Theorem 6. As remarked earlier, the case γ = 1 follows immediately from (e) of Lemma 4. When γ = 1, we have u(c) = log c so U
)] dt, while
The following result now completes the proof.
) a 1/a increases with a. By Lemma 9 and l'Hôpital's rule,
Taking log's shows the result.
Indifference Loading.
Proof of Theorem 7. Since 1 < γ ≤ 2, c γ−1 is concave in c, so lies below its tangents.
Therefore
c 1/γ is also strictly concave in c, so in the same way
By definition, c
and 1 − c γ 1−γ is also concave in c, so as before (1−e −rT )− 1), wherec 0 is the payout from the capped annuity. With the same parameters as above and capping at age 120 it still takes n = 100,000 to give nδ = 0.4012 (well approximating the n = ∞ value of 0.4301). Convergence is more rapid with smaller T 's: with capping at age 110 we only need n = 1,000 to give nδ = 0.3642 (approximating 0.3850) and for age 100 capping, even n = 100 yields 0.2855 (approximating 0.2897).
7.3. Certainty Equivalents and the Natural Tontine. In Table 3 we compare the welfare loss experienced by an individual with Longevity Risk Aversion γ = 1, if they participate in a natural tontine rather than an optimal one. To do so we calculate the ratio Γ ≥ 1 of the certainty equivalents of the two tontines. This represents the initial deposit into a natural tontine needed to provide the same utility as a $1 deposit into an optimal one. In this section, we discuss this comparison further.
The natural tontine has utility
When we compute these values numerically, for 0 < γ ≤ 2, we get values quite close to 1.
Moreover, if we let n → ∞, then β n,γ (p) 1/γ → p and θ n,γ (p) → p −(1−γ) , which makes Γ → 1 asymptotically, as long as γ ≤ 2.
For γ > 2 this is not a fair comparison, as the integral diverges and U can be large while p → 0, if γ > 2. This means that for γ > 2 the natural tontine utility is unduly influenced by the possibility of living to highly advanced ages. Even if there is only a single survivor, that survivor's payout will have dropped to quite low levels by the time it is actually improbable that anyone will live that long. And for γ > 2 the negative consequences of the low payout dominate the small probability of surviving that long.
Capping tontine payouts at an advanced age x + T , as in Theorem 12, would enable comparisons for γ > 2. For example, take age x = 60 and let us compare with the certainty equivalent Γ = 1.0034 at that age from Table 3 (ie. with n = 100 and γ = 2). Capping payouts at age 100, we can achieveΓ = 1.0032 for γ = 4 even with n = 50, andΓ = 1.0037 for γ = 10 by going to n = 300. With the capping age raised to 110 and γ = 4, it instead takes n = 1400 to achieve a comparableΓ = 1.0032
Optimal Tontine Payout Function: Pool of Size n = 25 Table 2 . If the risk loading δ the annuity charges up front is higher than these amounts, the tontine is preferred. Table 3 . This shows how much must be invested in a natural tontine to match $1 invested in a tontine optimized for the individual's LoRA γ. Figure 2 . The optimal tontine pays survivors a cash value that is expected to remain relatively constant over time, conditional on survival; although the 80% range of outcomes does increase at higher ages given the inherent uncertainty in the number of survivors from an initial pool of n = 400. This structure is optimal for logarithfig3mic γ = 1 utility and nearly optimal for all other levels of Longevity Risk Aversion. n,γ ( t p x )/D N ( t p x ) of the optimal tontine payout to the natural tontine payout. This is flat for γ = 1 since the natural tontine is optimal for logarithmic utility, but for rising γ we see increased reserving against the risk of living longer than expected. Figure 6 . Shows an actuarially fair life annuity, and a natural tontine payout (LoRA γ = 1). They agree at t = 0, but the tontine pays more at time zero once loading is included. The utility of the loaded life annuity may be lower than that of the tontine, depending on the size of the loading.
